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Avian Influenza - Chair’s Message
Originally sent to Producers on June 27, 2022
Dear Producers,
The last few months have seen many people and organizations step up and offer their valuable
contributions to help the Alberta chicken industry respond to the avian influenza (HPAI) outbreak. On
behalf of the board, I want to express our sincere gratitude for the tremendous contributions and sacrifices
that have been made by those serving our industry in responding to and recovering from this
unprecedented event. We also want to acknowledge the diligence and incredibly hard work of our
producers impacted by this crisis. There will be time in the future to look at some of the challenges
experienced along the way and to discover ways that things can be improved, but the focus of this note
today is to honour and highlight those who are serving our producers.
To start, we want to thank the CFIA and its many members who have worked to deliver the response under
the legislation that is in place. We appreciate the communication, flexibility, and the resources your
members contributed to this response.
We also want to thank and acknowledge our Alberta Government for their dedication and support
throughout this crisis. The Office of the Chief Provincial Veterinarian and the Department of Alberta
Agriculture and have gone above and beyond to support our producers and poultry industries provincially
and regionally, providing timely testing of samples and being constantly available to industry, even on
evenings and weekends, to ensure timely detection of the virus. Our poultry boards have also been in
discussions with our Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural Economic Development, Nate Horner, and
Ministry staff and are extremely grateful for their support and dedication to helping our Alberta poultry
sector and impacted producers recover from this crisis.
If there is one group that deserves the most praise and appreciation it is our poultry producer organizations
and industry partners, and particularly those who are supporting our Alberta Poultry Industry Emergency
Management Team (APIEMT). Our APIEMT was very prepared and within hours of the first case being
detected sprang into action to respond! We could fill volumes speaking about all the help, support,
creativity, hard work, problem solving, and the open and transparent communication that this amazing
team is contributing to the emergency response. The time commitment has been extreme for many on this
team, and we are incredibly grateful for the sacrifices many have and continue to make at any time and any
day of the week to help our industry recover.
We are also extremely grateful to all our industry partners in the processing, hatchery, feed, catching, and
poultry veterinary sectors that are working diligently to help us manage through this response and help
protect our farms.
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Organizationally, ACP is truly blessed to have a caring, energetic, strategically focused, and skilled team
supporting and serving the board and producers! Difficult times require people to step up to serve and to
lead, and they met that challenge wholeheartedly, with great personal sacrifice, and with incredible results.
A response like this does not just happen by accident. It takes extraordinary leadership and resiliency, and
we are fortunate to have such strong leadership throughout our Alberta poultry industry to navigate crises
of this nature.
In closing, this has been a stressful time for all chicken farmers, and we appreciate the efforts each farmer
has made to manage through and recover from this crisis. The board recognizes how especially difficult this
has been for those with infected premises and we are doing everything we can to support you and access
resources to assist in your recovery. We also recognize the challenges and impacts chick shortages and the
control zones implemented due to avian influenza are having on producers. The board has worked with
industry procurement teams to address these issues through timely policy changes and communication
with our value chain partners. As we write this hoping that the spring wave is behind us and not knowing
what future bird migrations may bring, the one thing we do know is that no matter what happens, Alberta’s
chicken industry is prepared, resilient, and ready to face the challenges of today and of the future…and we
are thankful for all those who make that a reality!

Regards,

David Hyink
Chair
Alberta Chicken Producers
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A-178 Allocation

On May 18, 2022 Chicken Farmers of Canada set the allocation for A-178at 4.5% over the adjusted base.
Under the national allocation formula, the Alberta A-178 allocation is 4.69% over adjusted base:

Domestic Allocation (live kgs)
Market Development (live kgs)
Specialty Allocation (live kgs)
Total Allocation (live kgs)
Percentage of Utilization

PERIOD
A-177 (July 3 - August 27, 2022)
A-178 (August 28-October 22, 2022)
A-179 (October 23-December 17, 2022)
A-180 (December 18, 2022-February 11, 2023)

28,260,165
350,000
15,000
28,625,165
99.45%

CFC Sets Allocation
23-Mar-22
18-May-22
12-Jul-22
13-Sep-22

Future Allocation dates are published in our Newsletter so that producers can be
aware when the next unallocated Period is being set. The dates assist producers in
determining how to provide the required notice to transfer quota, change
processors, or to have discussions with processors with respect to Market
Development allotments.

Refund of Levies Paid

As a friendly reminder, producers were issued cheques for the refund of levies paid in early May. If you
have not received your cheque in the mail, please contact the Board Office at 780-488-2125.
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REMINDER – Changes to Alberta’s Humane Catching & Transportation
Standards Manual Updates
EFFECTIVE September 30, 2022
As a reminder for producers, last fall the Board presented changes to the Alberta Humane
Catching and Transportation Standards Manual. The full details regarding these changes are
linked here for reference: https://chicken.ab.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Catching-ManualUpdates_Background-Overview.pdf
While there are already standard requirements for hand washing facilities to be provided on farm
for catchers in the Manual, toilet facilities are a new aspect and are important to our industry
partners.
CHANGES TO THE MANUAL – EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 30, 2022
Responsibilities of Each Party
Producers:
o Communicate upfront with crew supervisor as to where toilet and handwashing facilities
are located: could be verbal at the start of catching and/or via visible signage.
o Provide a private, clean, well-maintained toilet/privy, that can be locked and is equipped
with toilet paper and readily accessible to catchers on the premise*.
Meaning the facility is:
-

Readily accessible on the premise and clearly identified to catchers– catchers should know
where they facilities are and have quick access to them when needed
Private: enclosed facility that provides user with dignity and can be locked
Equipped: stocked with toilet paper; soap / toweling and / or hand sanitizer
Clean: sanitary and cleaned prior to catching commencing
Well-maintained: safe to use and access; also lends to cleanliness and privacy
Provided in a manner that meets the needs of all crew members

*Notes: (1) It is important to allow a range of options for producers to meet the principles
(2) The Board has identified a deadline of September 30, 2022 to provide time
for producers to meet this Standard.
Catchers:
o Respect and use facility properly
o Leave facility in at least as good of condition as at arrival (i.e. clean up messes)
o Ensure they are aware of where facilities are located (ask if not sure)
o Keep facilities clean and maintained when onsite for catching
Processors:
o Ensure requirements are consistent; prevent provisions for Catching and Loading from
becoming a competitive issue
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Assist in addressing concerns or issues that may arise, including facilities not being provided
and catching crew not leaving facility in good condition
Supporting the industry in implementing new standards (collaborating, communicating, etc.)

IMPLEMENTATION OF CHANGES
-

If this requirement is not met after September 30, 2022, the process outlined in the
Communications Framework in the Manual and the Conflict Resolution Process in the
Manual may be utilized to address the issue.

Link to Alberta’s Humane Catching & Transportation Standards Manual:
https://chicken.ab.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Albertas-Humane-Catching-TransportationStandards-Manual-Revised-August-2021.pdf

Stollery Teddy Bear Fun Fest - May 1 -7, 2022

On May 2, 2022 Alberta Chicken Producers were highlighted during the week-long Stollery Teddy Bear Fun
Fest. On Alberta Chicken Producers' feature sponsor day, young participants were challenged with a
chicken themed craft and a family friendly chicken recipe was shared.
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On May 7, Maria Leslie, Marketing and Communications Specialist,
was on-site at Rundle Park for the in-person component of the
Stollery Event to engage with participants. Event participants enjoyed
a nutritious chicken lunch donated by Sofina Foods!

Alberta Chicken Producers' June Government Relations Meetings
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Upcoming Meetings and Events
 July 5: ACP Board Meeting

 July 7-17: Calgary Stampede
 August 30: ACP Board Meeting
 September 20-21: Strategic Planning
 October 5: IAC Meeting & Producer Rep Meeting
 October 6: ACP Board Meeting
 November 1-3: Regional Meetings (Lethbridge, Red Deer, Edmonton)
 December 2: ACP Board Meeting

Market Stats

FOR SALE

Hot Water Heating Fin Pipe
Call Dan Hofer
780-878-4208

WANTED

Broiler barn equipment in
excellent condition. Fans,
feed-lines, waterlines,
heaters, computer/control
systems, 2 feed bins
preferably galvanized 19
tonne or bigger. Let me
know what you have and
what you want for it.
Trevor 780-781-4140

2000 Quota Lease Units
Long Term Basis
Price Negotiable
Call Ron Hamilton @ 587-322-1773
7000 Units of Broiler Quota
Call 780-308-8001
Purchase or Lease 4000 Units of Broiler
Quota
Call Sam 403-443-9495

Broiler Quota
Call Erwin 403-635-1720
Broiler Quota
Call 780-608-0397
10,000 Units of Broiler Quota
Call Ryan - 403 505 7345
7500 Units of Broiler Quota
Call Wietse 780-781-1994

2000 Quota Units
Call Leonard Entz
403-915-5343
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